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About:
Thank you so much for downloading this product! We hope it will be a great resource for you and that you will love it as much as we do! Please don’t 

hesitate to contact us if you have any questions or concerns. We’re here to help in any way we can. 

Our Snap Cube Numbers focus on number identification, number formation, handwriting, and fine motor skills! We love using han ds-on materials when 

we’re learning. Our children stay engaged and having fun! In this activity, they will put the snap cubes together in the same number shape as the mat. 

They will then trace the numbers on the page and write their own.

Prep:
Step 1: Print pages  5-14 in color or pages 15-24 in black and white.

Step 2: Laminate the pages and either  leave them whole or cut them in half.

Step 3: Gather snap cubes and whiteboard markers!

Directions:
Step 1: Place the mat on the table that you would like to complete. Say the name of the number.

Step 2: Make the number on the page by connecting the snap cubes in the same pattern as the page. For the colored number mats, connect the cubes 

in the same color and shape as the mat. For the black and white number mats, you can use any color snap cube you would like.

Step 3: Trace the numbers at the bottom of the page with a whiteboard marker. Then continue to write you own on the remaining line.
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